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1 ABSTRACT 

 
A new type of space that has become common in new-build secondary schools is a dining area within 
an atrium or greater-than-single storey height; these spaces are typically used for a variety of other 
activities at other times of the day.  Requests for alternative performance standards or “derogations” 
from the reverberation time criteria of BB 93 are common for these spaces, on the basis that the 1.0 
second requirement for Dining halls is not always practical to achieve given the surface area available, 
and overall surface area to volume ratio.  Alternative performance standards are not typically based 
on the acoustic requirement of the users, but rather what the contractor may like to conveniently 
install. 
  
An alternative method is proposed to determine a suitable specification, using the methodology from 
the German Standard DIN 18041 for the particular case of dining halls in schools. This method 
identifies an appropriate quantity of absorption per unit volume to suitably control the build-up of 
reverberant sound.  In an extension of the design criterion, a testing methodology is also proposed, 
based on Sound Strength, G.  Sample measurements in two school atria demonstrate the advantages 
of measuring Strength over reverberation time: Strength accurately represents the relationship 
between sound power and sound pressure levels, whereas late reflections or particular decay modes 
can skew reverberation time measurements. 
 
 

2 INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that school dining halls can be particularly noisy places at meal times. It has become 
common for dining areas to be located within an atrium at a hub location within schools and used for 
other purposes at other times of the day.  During dining and many other activities in these spaces, 
the main acoustic issue is controlling the build-up of reverberant sound. Rindel1 has shown how sound 
levels decrease by 6 dB for each doubling of the quantity of sound absorption in dining spaces, due 
to the Lombard effect. Thus achieving an adequate quantity of sound absorption is essential to 
provide reasonable control of reverberant sound. By enabling a comfortable and controlled acoustic 
environment, these large open plan spaces can be better utilised to their full potential. 
  
The current English guidance for the acoustic design of schools is Building Bulletin 93 (BB 93) 
Acoustic design of schools: performance standards, which provides reverberation time criteria for 
many types of spaces within a school. A reverberation time of 1.0 second is indicated in BB 93 for 
school dining rooms. There is no volume-dependence for this performance criterion, which has led 
designers to claim that this can be impractical to achieve in atria of greater than single storey height 
and apply for alternative performance standards. A secondary issue with the criterion is that the 
measured reverberation time does not necessarily provide an accurate representation of the acoustic 
response of a room. Investigations by Nilsson et al2 show strong evidence that two rooms with the 
same measured reverberation time do not necessarily have the same perceived response, which is 
driven more significantly by the location and distribution of the absorption.  Harvie-Clark et al3 have 
shown that in sports halls, the relationship between sound power and sound pressure levels is 
described much more reliably by the quantity of absorption rather than the measured reverberation 
time. 
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3 DESIGN PROPOSAL - DIN 18041: 2016 

DIN 18041 is a German Standard that provides guidance on controlling the acoustic response of a 
room by suggesting a suitable reverberation time or quantity of sound absorption, relative to room 
volume. Within the standard, rooms are defined into two categories: 
 

• Category A rooms are those where intelligible speech is required across the space, such as 
teaching, sport and performance spaces; 

• Category B rooms are those where controlling the build-up of reverberant sound is required 
for comfort, such as dining areas and general ancillary spaces. 

 
School dining rooms are described within Category B, which is further divided into 5 use types of 
varied acoustic sensitivity. School dining rooms are identified within the standard as usage type B5, 
‘Rooms with special needs for reducing noise levels and room comfort’. The required amount of 
absorption per unit volume is static for each respective use type for rooms with a mean height not 
exceeding 2.5 m. The associated formula for calculating the minimum required amount of absorption 
per unit volume for rooms with a mean height greater than 2.5 m is reproduced in Equation 1. 
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ℎ
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)]

−1

 Eqn. 1 

 
For comparison with the more conventional reverberation time criterion used in the UK, the quantities 
of absorption per unit volume and Sabine-calculated reverberation times are calculated using the 
formula in Equation 1 and are shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1: Suggested absorption per unit volume from DIN 18041, and sabine-calculated reverberation time for 

a category B5 room 

 
The calculated reverberation time based on the suggested A/V from DIN 18041 results in a lower 
reverberation time criterion than the 1.0 second value from BB 93 for category B5 spaces where the 
average ceiling height is less than 8 m. A lower criterion implies better control of reverberant sound; 
thus BB 93 may be regarded, for rooms less than 8 m height, as a minimum performance. The DIN 
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Standard may be regarded as a value that is more suitable for the intended use as a dining room. 
Christian Nocke4 notes that DIN 18041 is intended to describe the acoustic quality as a property of a 
room, defined as that which determines “the suitability of a room for specific acoustical performance 
…” and thus the defined usage types are described. It may be considered that the intention of DIN 
18041 is to identify ‘suitable’ acoustic conditions, whereas BB 93 sets out only minimum requirements. 
  
Designers may prefer to use a room category from DIN 18041 that has an equivalent reverberation 
time to BB 93, rather than generally a more onerous (but probably more appropriate) one. For 
example, for a room that has a mean height of 4.5 m, the relation for A/V as a function of room height 
to achieve a 1.0 second reverberation time is shown in Equation 2. 
  

𝐴

𝑉
 ≥ [3.19 + 4.69 𝐿𝑜𝑔 (

ℎ

1 𝑚
)]

−1

 Eqn. 2 

  
This results in an absorption per unit volume of 0.16; this is marginally less absorption than that 
indicated in DIN 18041 for category B3; this is described as ‘Non-habitable rooms where people may 
be expected to congregate or wait for longer periods and where good conditions for spoken 
communication is likely to be important to the user’. This includes spaces such as patient waiting 
rooms in healthcare facilities, and dining rooms other than those in schools (which are specifically 
mentioned in category B5). 
  
DIN 18041 qualifies the “room height” as the ratio of volume to floor area, for clarity when considering 
spaces with more than one ceiling height. The requirements apply to octave bands between 125 Hz 
and 4 kHz, with tolerances that are frequency dependent. However, it is suggested that for use in 
English schools, the mid-frequency average may be more suitable, as the average of the 500, 1k and 
2 kHz octave bands; this, at least, is more familiar to UK practitioners. 
 
 

4 PROPOSAL FOR COMMISSIONING MEASUREMENTS USING 
STRENGTH 

Reverberation time is not a suitable parameter to describe the relationship between sound power and 
sound pressure level in non-diffuse spaces, due to the definition of reverberation time and decay 
measurement.  Strength, G, however, perfectly describes this relationship, by definition, and is 
proposed as an alternative to reverberation time for commissioning measurements.  The application 
of Strength to characterise the acoustic response in school halls has been described by Harvie-Clark 
et al. It has also been shown that Barron’s revised theory5 can be used to characterise the relationship 
between absorption per unit volume and Strength, G.  Baron’s revised theory describes how the 
diffuse sound field, Diffbar, can be described as a function of distance between acoustic source and 
receiver as shown in Equation 3. 
 

𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑟 =  
4(1−𝛼)

𝑑
𝑚𝑓𝑝⁄

𝐴
 Eqn. 3 

 
Where, 
ɑ is the average absorption coefficient 
A is the equivalent sound absorption area 
mfp is the mean free path. 
 
Strength is defined in ISO 3382-1, and can be calculated with Barron’s revised theory as shown in 
Equation 4. 

 

𝐺 = 31 + 10 𝐿𝑜𝑔 (𝐷𝑖𝑟 + 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑏𝑎𝑟) Eqn. 4 
  
Using equations 3 and 4, for a particular geometry, distance between source and receiver, and the 
requirement for absorption per unit volume, an upper limit for Strength can be calculated.  This is 
illustrated in the worked example below. 
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4.1  Calculating the limit for Strength, G - worked example 

A dining hall has the following dimensions: 20 m long x 12 m wide x 7 m high. According to DIN 18041 
for the B5 category, the suggested minimum absorption per unit volume is calculated as:  
  

𝐴

𝑉
 ≥ [1.47 + 4.69 𝐿𝑜𝑔 (

7

1 𝑚
)]

−1

= 0.18 m2 / m3 

  
The designer must choose a distance at which to determine sound strength. In this example, let us 
take d = 8 m between source and receiver.  Note that this choice does not affect the room design 
requirements, just the commissioning measurement detail. 
  
For the dimensions of the hall: 

• Surface area, S = 928 m2  

• Room volume, V = 1680 m3 

• Mean free path, mfp = 4 * V / S = 7.2 m 
  

The mean absorption coefficient and target Strength criterion are determined based on the calculated 
minimum A/V = 0.18 m2/m3: 

• Total equivalent absorption area, A = (A / V) * V = 309 m2 

• Mean absorption coefficient, ɑ = A / S = 0.33 

• At 8 m, Dir = 1 / (4 x π x 82) = 0.0012 

• At 8 m, Diffbar = 4 x (1 - 0.33)8 / 7.2 / 928 x 0.33 = 0.0083 
 

Thus using Barron’s revised theory, the upper limit for strength G at 8 m from the source can be 
obtained: 

• G at 8 m = 31 + 10*Log (0.0012 + 0.0082) = 10.8 dB 
 
As noted, it is suggested that this value is based on the average of the values in the 500, 1k and 2kHz 
octave bands. Note that when working from the measured Strength to calculate back to the mean 
absorption coefficient, it is necessary to use a numerical method. Microsoft Excel may be used to do 
this with the goal seek command, for example. 
 

4.2   Notes for measuring Strength 

Measurement of Strength requires a calibrated omni-directional sound source. The loudspeaker 
requirements for the measurement of Strength are described in BS EN ISO 3382:16. The source 
should be calibrated for sound power. This can be achieved in general accordance with ISO 
3747:20107 in a reasonably sized room as long as it is sufficiently reverberant within the relevant 
octave bands. 
  
In-situ spatially-averaged measurements of sound level may be taken at the determined distance, 
e.g. around an arc at the given distance from the omni-directional source.  A piece of string can 
facilitate this measurement. Strength is simply understood as the difference between the sound 
pressure level at the measurement location, less the sound pressure level that would be measured 
at 10 m from the calibrated sound source in the free field. 
 
 

5 MEASUREMENT CASE STUDIES  

Two case studies of measurements to determine absorption per unit volume in school dining halls 
are presented.  Two sets of measurements were conducted in each hall: Strength, and reverberation 
time, and each was independently used to calculate the absorption present, with the results for each 
being compared. A survey questionnaire was completed by staff at one of the schools to gather 
information on the perceived acoustic quality of the space and its suitability for use during lunch times 
and other activities. 
 

https://support.office.com/en-gb/article/use-goal-seek-to-find-the-result-you-want-by-adjusting-an-input-value-320cb99e-f4a4-417f-b1c3-4f369d6e66c7
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5.1 Dining Hall 1 

 
Figure 2: Dining hall 1, view towards reception area 

Dining hall 1 is an open plan space that connects the schools’ entrance / reception area to the 
corridors leading to teaching space. The room is irregular in shape, with an open first-floor walkway 
along one site and a curved staircase where the dining room filters into the corridor space. The 
dimensions are shown in Table 1. 

  

Parameter Value 

Room height (m) 7.7 

Total surface area (m2) 1030 

Room volume (m3) 2070 

Recommended absorption per unit volume, m2/m3 0.18 

Table 1: Dining hall 1, dimensions and recommended A/V 
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Figure 3: Dining hall 1, view towards corridors 

The questionnaire survey results indicate a positive response to the rooms acoustic quality, with staff 
readily choosing to use the space for activities such as large staff meetings and parents evening.  
  
The measured reverberation time, Strength G and calculated absorption per unit volume using both 
parameters are shown in Table 2. 

  

Parameter 500 1k 2k Average 

Measured reverberation time, s 0.89 0.86 0.91 0.89 

Measured Strength, G, dB 8.3 9.7 9.0 9.0 

A / V, calculated from measured reverberation time, m2/m3 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.18 

A / V, calculated from measured Strength, m2/m3 0.21 0.17 0.19 0.19 

Table 2: Dining hall 1, calculated A/V based on measured reverberation time and sound strength G 

Both methods yield similar results for the average absorption per unit volume.  Bost methods also 
indicate that the space is acoustically treated according to the appropriate Class B5 of DIN 18041. 
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5.2 Dining Hall 2 

 
Figure 4: Dining hall 2, view towards reception area 

The second dining hall is also a large open-plan space that connects the entrance / reception area to 
the rest of the school. Unlike the first, this dining room is more regular in shape, with all walls and 
surfaces having others situated parallel. This space is more complex: the floor area of the dining room 
is not precisely defined. Calculations are presented for two different defined areas to illustrate the 
impact on the calculated requirement. The areas considered are shown in Figure 5, and the outline 
geometry in Table 3. 

  

Parameter 
Defined area 

A B 

Room height (m) 6.5 

Total surface area (m2) 1114 810 

Room volume (m3) 1718 1279 

Recommended absorption per unit volume, m2/m3 0.19 

Table 3: Dining hall 2, dimensions and recommended A/V 
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Figure 5: Dining hall 2 internal layout 

For this space, the DIN 18041 guidance proposes that the required total absorption for the hall would 
be at least 325 m2 for defined area A, and 242 m2 for defined area B. Using Sabine’s equation, this 
A/V is calculated to result in a reverberation time of 0.85 seconds for each area.  However, within a 
larger volume the equivalent reverberation time implies more sound absorption in total, and hence a 
lower Strength would result. It can be seen that the absorption requirement varies depending on the 
control volume adopted for the definition of the dining area; choice of a smaller volume results in a 
more relaxed limit for Strength. The measured reverberation time, strength G and calculated 
absorption per unit volume using both parameters are shown in Table 4. 

  

Defined area Parameter 500 1k 2k Average 

N/A - relationship 
between RT and 
A/V irrespective of 
room dimensions 
  

Reverberation time, s 1.08 1.29 1.35 1.24 

A / V, based on measured 

RT, m2/ m3 
0.15 0.12 0.12 0.13 

Strength, G at 10 m 9.9 9.8 8.9 9.5 

Defined area A 
A / V, based on measured 

Strength, m2/ m3 

0.19 0.19 0.22 0.20 

Defined area B 0.22 0.23 0.26 0.24 

Table 4: Dining hall 2, calculated A/V based on measured reverberation time and sound strength G 
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For the measurements in this hall, there is a significant difference for the calculated absorption per 
unit volume depending on whether the reverberation time or Strength measurement is used.  The 
reverberation time measurement is mis-representing the relation between sound power and sound 
pressure level, while Strength is reliably measuring this relation.  The choice of area to define as the 
“dining space” also gives rise to a significant difference to the calculated absorption present. By 
reducing the defined assessment area, the apparent A/V parameter increases. In context, this would 
mean that the commissioning measurements of strength would have a higher upper limit when 
considering area B compared with area A, demonstrating the importance of a defined ‘dining room’ 
assessment area. 
 
 

6 CONCLUSION 

DIN 18041 offers a design approach that identifies an appropriate quantity of absorption for school 
dining rooms, as a function of room height. It requires more sound absorption than the BB 93 criterion 
of 1.0 seconds for all spaces where the average height is less than 8 metres.  A relation between 
room volume and absorption per unit volume is identified that enables a minimum performance 
equivalent to BB 93 requirements for spaces where the average height is more than 4.5 m.  This may 
be appropriate to use for an alternative performance standard from BB 93 in spaces of greater height. 
The advantage of using Strength, G for commissioning measurements, rather than reverberation 
time, is demonstrated. BB 93 should be updated to require measurements of Strength rather than 
reverberation time in spaces where the acoustic requirement is simply to control the build up of 
reverberant sound, rather than to enable speech communication over the extent of the space. If the 
space is to be used for speech over its extent, a suitable design would be to adopt the appropriate 
Class from DIN 18041 for its intended use.  
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